CRYSTALPUNCTURE COURSE

The information we got about the crystals are from the messages of archangel Metatron
At the time of Atlantis, all the information and energies stored in the crystals were reachable
for the whole human world.
Those codes were locked, by sinking Atlantis.
Nowadays, because of the awareness of the humanity, they are reactivating, step by step, at
the dates of portal of three.
The first activation was on first of January, 2010. The last will be on 12 December, 2012.
9 September, 2009 is the date of activation of healing Emerald crystal. From this date on, the
treatment with crystals became more significance.
Those activities are in connection with the rise of Earth, and connected to the energies of New
Earth.
The Crystalpuncture is a gift for the humanity, knowing to Crystal Consciousness, Crystal
Soul, archangel Metatron and other spiritual messages.

I had no connection to crystals earlier.
But a real wonder came into my life, when they found me.
This connection came alife through channels, those channels sending me constantly messages,
The messages are in connection with the bristol stone (rock-crystal)
Crystal means the Light. It is good to make real our knowledge about.
The Light is not only a living being, but, the similar Light as the man was created, Light
Creature.
Crystalpuncture means to heal with light on the human light-body
This is a special healing method, in connection with the Chinese meridians and acupuncture
points.
The treatment is not exactly on the physical points, but in the Aura of the person.
During the healing process man can feel the miracle, the fluxation, even those, who never
used such energies before.
When we talk about Crystalpuncture, mentioning a wonderful, strong treatment with light.
The rock-crystal gives us their own energie of affection for the right treatment.
The treatment based on the affection.
For the beginning, we are tunninging ourselfs to the crystal, then building a lovefull contact
with it.
This is a mutual contact between us, the activation of healing power begins thru that.
The spiritually open minded knowledge is the basic codition for that kind of curing.
It means, that the person has to have a knowledge about things from invisible territories , the
chakras and auras.
There is a need for open mind to understand and to integrate the messages of crystals.
The messages are for helping us in our work.

